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1. Motivation

2. Outlook of the work

In climbing and mountaineering activities, the most critical piece of

Mountaineering ropes have a quite complex structure due to the

equipment in terms of safety is the so called “dynamic rope”, able to

“kernel-mantel”-like construction; accordingly models describing all

stretch under dynamic load and therefore capable of absorbing energy,

the physical mechanisms that take place during rope stretching are

thus reducing the shock forces acting on the human body and on the

indeed very sophisticated. The reasons for that are the visco-elasto

"safety chain" (assembly of rope, fixed points, karabiners, cords and

plastic behaviour of the polyamide PA basic material, the friction

other climbing gears).

between yarns, strands and other constitutive parts of the rope and the
time dependent strain recovery during a possible unload lapse of time
between two adjacent loading cycles.
The setup of such models requires an analytical
formulation of the rope behaviour in terms of a
relation between load, strain and, also, strain rate.

In the analysis of the loads occurring

For this purpose, a modified version of the non-

on the elements of the "safety chain"

linear model proposed by Hunt and Crossley, well

and on the human body, the use of

known in the field of impact studies, is proposed in

mathematical models becomes an

the present study.

useful tool for the optimization of the
equipment assemblies and safety

4. Calibration of the model

3. The experimental tests

The equation describing the rope force is of the type F = f ( ε , ε , ε res )

The definition of the parameters of the rope constitutive

composed by two parts: the first represents the contribution due to the

equation was obtained by a best fitting procedure starting

strain alone; the second describes the additional effects of the strain

from 4 experimental data sets; carried on with 4 specimens cut

rate. The residual strain is involved as well. This formulation enables a

from the same rope. A mass, able to fall vertically and freely

situation in which a lack of force is possible even with a non-zero

with no friction between two guiding columns, is arrested by a

strain, typical of a complete distressed phase between two subsequent

piece of rope tied to the mass on one side and fixed to an

load sequences. The eight coefficients ci comparing in (3) and (4) were

anchor point on the other side. In these circumstances the rope

defined by means of a best fitting process

practically absorbs the entire fall energy

Fload = c1 (ε − ε res ) + c 3 (ε − ε res ) ε
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5. Assesment of the model
A numerical simulation of the experimental fall was performed using

6. Conclusion

Simulink/Matlab language; the force generated in the rope was

The proposed equation fits well with the experimental data; still, the

calculated according to the constitutive equations:

first load/unload loop is better represented than the inner ones.
This model will probably be a satisfactory tool to simulate the
behaviour of a rope in climbing falls, including complex situations
whereby several “runners” are involved in the safety chain and the
rope is not fixed at an anchor, but sliding in a braking device,
according to the "dynamic belay" technique.

